Mei Realty is an agency that operates since 2009 mainly in the field of Real Estate.
Our Ride and Success began in September 2009 by becoming part of the global network
Century21 with one of the best offices in the Balkan region, until September 2017 when we
thought our opportunities were greater to create an Albanian and international brand. After
continuous consultations we thought that WE would be the name that will make the difference in
the Challenging Market of Immovable Property Agencies. Based on our expertise over 8 years
ago, our experts and associates have the pleasure to present you today: Mei Realty.
Mei name is our origin, the name that has accompanied us since our beginnings, is the name that
makes us proud and our customers make them feel safe and confident in the advice and service
we provide. MEI Realty is the new standard and the new approach to the real estate market.
Mei Realty is not just a real estate agency, is an office where everyone who needs: sale,
purchase, rent and lease, information, expertise, investment opportunities, expanding activity,
developing ideas and ambitions our network will be a "One Stop Shop" for all services related to
Immovable Property.
Mei Realty is the name that cooperates with the best experts in the field of immovable property.
We have our marketing department and also our trainers but also cooperating with the best
trainer in the market. We believe that Progress and Continuous Growth is a necessity and that is
why we need permanent training.
Remember: The choice is yours but the difference is WE. We are dedicated to serving you
professionally.
Recently we are proud to announce that we are involved with life changing trainings, specifically
we are officially partners with SUCCESS RESOURCES UK, we sell TONY ROBBINS seminar
tickets and we aspire to expand the trainers circle. We are helping the Albanian people growth,
the ones who are eager for success, we help them to overcome any obstacles and to grow
financially! Our tickets for Tony Robbins “Unleash The Power Within” seminar were a total
success with a registration level of approximately 35 people who attended the seminar in
London! Before the event, we also did a preview at the PLAZA HOTEL, we named it “UPW
PREVIEW”, with a participation of 400 people, where we presented Tony Robbins as a life
coach and all his seminars!
Mei Properties is not just a network of Real Estate Properties but it is a great family where there
is room for all those individuals who think of working in Real Estate as the profession of their
lives; a place where you have the freedom, space and culture of constant growth. If you
cooperate with us, you will not go to work, because you will do it with pleasure and desire.
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